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1 Consultation framework 
Technologies associated with voice over Internet Protocol1, better known as 

VoIP (Voice over IP) allow for the conversion of the analogue voice signal to a 

digital signal, transporting it in the form of packets with IP addressing. These 

packets can be sent across an IP based network like, for example, the Internet, 

which can preferably be accessed via broadband2, since an empowering factor 

of VoIP is the “always on” feature, a characteristic of broadband connections. As 

a matter of fact, although narrowband connections can also be used for VoIP 

service, in principle there is not as much commercial interest, since for every call 

it is necessary to establish a telephonic connection.   

Traditionally, voice service has been circuit-switching based, since a narrowband 

switched circuit is dedicated from end-to-end for and during each voice 

communication. In a VoIP communication, voice packets with variable lengths 

can be transmitted simultaneously along with other voice, data and video 

communications via common physical supports which at their destination are 

processed in order to assemble the original information. VoIP also allows for the 

development of innovative services such as "Unified Messaging”3. 

IP technologies, which boomed with the advent of the Internet, have been used 

for years, particularly in the business domain to support integrated voice and data 

networks. Recently, they have also started to be used in public networks 

 
1 IP – Internet Protocol – Term normally used to refer to the current package switching networks 
which support, namely, the Internet. 
2 In its assessment of the wholesale broadband market (of November 2004) ICP-ANACOM 
adopted the following definition of broadband: Services characterized by providing end users with 
asymmetric bandwidths, which are greater than 128 Kbit/s in downstream direction (i.e. 
originating at the network and terminating at the customer). 
3 Unified Messaging (UM) is a feature of electronic communication networks which allows for the 
processing of voice, fax and text messages as objects in a single mailbox which the user can 
access as an e-mail client or by telephone. With a personal computer, a user can access his/her 
mailbox from anywhere in the world and read or listen to the messages contained therein – voice, 
email or fax – and print out the images associated with the latter two. The user can also access 
the aforementioned mailbox by telephone because the messages sent by e-mail or fax are 
converted to audio files so that they can be listened to (if the UM provider provides this service, 
which is usually optional). 
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because: (i) they allow for a more flexible and efficient use of network resources, 

(ii) are based on the use of routers, whose software is simpler than with digital 

telephone switching and (iii) simplify the necessary components for the provision 

of multiple services, since servers are dedicated to only one or two services, in 

contrast to digital circuit switching exchanges which support multiple services in a 

single network component. We should nevertheless observe at this point that the 

switches used in VoIP networks can be more expensive than "traditional" 

switches despite the considerably lower transmission costs. Notwithstanding, on 

the whole, these factors may contribute to reduce investment in networks and 

costs of operation, thus making lower retail prices possible. 

The rising increase in the number of broadband Internet accesses, along with the 

appearance of increasingly more stable protocols with respect to standardization 

(MPLS – Multi Protocol Label Switching, H.323 and SIP – Session Initiation 

Protocol) now allow for the development of support applications for interactive 

video and voice services, such as VoIP, thus ensuring, without prejudice to the 

items assessed in later chapters, voice quality perceived by receiver close to that 

of traditional telephone service4. 

IP technologies are also gradually contributing to the convergence of networks 

and services. Indeed, voice and data services, traditionally based on the 

infrastructures of distinct networks, respectively circuit switching networks – 

hereinafter referred to as Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN) – and 

packet switching networks are gradually receiving increased support in the so-

called next generation networks (NGN)5 which have the capacity to provide a 

vast array of multimedia services (voice, data and video). 

The gradual transition towards VoIP will take place through: (i) the increased 

penetration of broadband accesses (with the “always on” feature), which in the 
 

4 On networks managed by the service provider. See, for example, one of the working documents 
of the Swiss Regulator:  
http://www.ofcom.ch/imperia/md/content/deutsch/telecomdienste/interkonnektion/arbeitsgruppete
chnik/q10_final.pdf. 
5 See, for example, BT’s project “BT 21CN”. 
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first half of 2005 reached almost 10 percent of the Portuguese population; (ii) the 

decrease in prices of VoIP supported calls; (iii) the proliferation of terminal 

equipment with new features and which allow calls to be placed without having to 

connect the computer; (iv) the service providers' capacity to propose attractive 

offers based on traditional telephony. 

Thus, VoIP can, simultaneously with the promotion of competition in retail 

markets in general, contribute to a greater penetration of broadband access 

services, which constitutes one of the goals set at the Lisbon European Council6. 

ICP-ANACOM, in the decisions regarding the definition of relevant markets did 

not, in its assessment, consider voice on the Internet, bearing in mind the 

European Commission’s approach on the matter. In this context, ICP-ANACOM 

shall take into account the impact of VoIP at the next revision of the analysis and 

markets definition. Nevertheless, it is assumed that as VoIP services evolve 

towards substitutability with traditional voice services, this should result, ceteris 

paribus, in a comparable level of rights and obligations. 

We should also bear in mind, in this context, that the strategies of "traditional” 

voice service providers may pass through focusing in aspects which can be 

positively developed, such as reputation, user loyalty, a position already attained 

in the broadband market, and naturally the fact that, for a significant period, the 

majority of calls will continue to terminate on “traditional" networks. 

Moreover, since VoIP services are provided at a high level of suitability to the 

individual usage patterns, it is also possible that this will lead to more customer 

loyalty and an increase in the so-called transaction costs.  

1.1 International context 

In Europe, the European Commission, with the launch of a consultation on VoIP 

in June 20047, and the National Regulatory Authorities (NRA)8 are discussing 
 

6 See conclusions of the Presidency of the Lisbon European Council of 23 and 24 March 2000 at 
http://europa.eu.int/council/off/conclu/mar2000/mar2000_pt.pdf. 
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VoIP related issues and its impact on markets (such as is occurring in the USA 

and Southeast Asia), given the underlying importance of a stable and predictable 

regulatory framework which boosts investment and safeguards user interests. 

As the ERG (European Regulators Group) state in a recent communication9, 

VoIP technology is very important, both to increase competition and develop the 

internal market, as well as for the direct and considerable benefits for users 

(including providing innovative new services), essential objectives of the 

European regulatory framework.  

In the existing regulatory framework (defined in a context in which the 

predominant technology is circuit switching) it is the responsibility of NRAs to 

promote regulations which neither impose nor exclude the use of any particular 

type of technology. Theoretically and according to the principle of technological 

neutrality, the way in which a service is provided is losing importance, as voice  

can be supported in circuit switching or packet switching technologies. 

We should note that distinct practices have been adopted in the Community 

context to date with respect to VoIP (see the above-mentioned ERG 

communication) which reflect the complexity of the problems being dealt with and 

the potential market specificities of the different member states. Thus, at present, 

there is not a significant degree of harmonization at European Union level in this 

matter. 

1.2 Consultation Objectives 

ICP-ANACOM intends to ensure a regulatory approach to VoIP which is 

consistent with the regulatory objectives set in the law, namely the promotion of 

competition, the incentive to develop innovative, diversified and quality services, 
 

7See 
http://europa.eu.int/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/info_centre/commiss_serv_doc/406_14
_voip_consult_paper_v2_1.pdf
8 Various consultations on VoIP were launched in 2004 and 2005, namely by OFCOM/United 
Kingdom, CMT/Spain, RTR/Austria, ARCEP/France and BNETZA/Germany. 
9 See http://erg.eu.int/doc/publications/erg0512_voip_common_statement.pdf.    
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protection of user interests (in particular the service providers’ guarantee to 

provide users with correct, relevant and up to date information) and efficient use 

of numbering resources. 

Thus, considering that VoIP has raised questions regarding the above-mentioned 

matters, it is the aim of this consultation to gather contributions with a view to 

delving deeper into an appropriate regulatory approach.  

ICP-ANACOM requests that the contributions be sent, whenever possible, via 

email to gt.voip@anacom.pt, notwithstanding traditional means, so that answers 

received can be published on ICP-ANACOM’s website. For this purpose, it is  

requested to interested parties to provide all information deemed relevant, clearly 

indicating the parts of their answers which they consider to be confidential. This 

Authority shall take into consideration all contributions it receives according to 

how reasonably these are substantiated. 

ICP-ANACOM will not allow future decisions to be determined by the outcome of 

the consultation and likewise considers the outcome to be non-binding. 

The deadline for receiving responses is 30 working days. 
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2 Characterization of VoIP services 
VoIP technology makes it possible to provide various types of services which can 

be characterized, among others, by the means of support, type of use and 

configuration/architecture of the support network. VoIP providers can also make 

available other additional applications such as the traditional supplementary 

services (e.g. call forwarding, call waiting, call barring, voice mail services 10 or 

fax sending and receiving. Not all VoIP offers however guarantee the provision of 

these services, in particular fax services. 

2.1 Means of support 

Today, various types of terminals exist (personal computers – PC11, IP phone, 

Personal Digital Assistants – PDA, etc.) with the possibility of placing VoIP calls. 

Physical access should preferably be broadband, as it is not currently so viable to 

guarantee a suitable bandwidth for the proper functioning of VoIP in a 

narrowband connection on public Internet. Broadband access can be supported 

by wireline technologies, such as Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ASDL), 

cable, fibre optic and powerline12, or by wireless technologies, such as 3G, 

satellite, Fixed Wireless Access – FWA), WiFi13 or WiMax14. 

2.2 Types of usage 

In addition, the use of a VoIP terminal may be characterized as:  

a) fixed, if always in the same location or at the same address; 

 
10 Voice mail. 
11 Using an application known as softphone.  
12 Access technology using the electrical network for bidirectional transmission of information. 
13 Wireless Fidelity – Local network technology via radio, currently quite widespread, basically 
corresponding to the IEEE 802.11b specifications. 
14 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access – Commercial designation of technology 
associated with the IEEE 802.16a standard, considered to be an improvement on WiFi which 
comprises, specifically, optimized broadband operation, in fixed and mobile varieties, on networks 
with more extended coverage. 
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b) nomadic, if it is possible to connect in different parts of the country 

(geographically different areas) or even abroad; or 

c) mobile, if it is possible to maintain an active voice session while moving, 

generally throughout the country. We should mention that certain IP 

technologies which make this type of usage available are currently under 

development (e.g. WiMAX and 3G15). At present, notwithstanding the 

ongoing dissemination of these emerging services, supported in 3G 

mobile, its characterization and its implications for the market cannot be 

thoroughly dealt with in light of the information available.   

2.3 Configurations of the various types of VoIP services 

The scope of this consultation includes electronic communications services – 

“(…) service normally provided for remuneration which consists wholly or mainly 

in the conveyance of signals on electronic communication networks, including 

telecommunication services” – which are accessible to the public. 

2.3.1 Voice in public Internet 

The most widespread VoIP use corresponds to the transport of voice in IP 

packets in public Internet. The same is usually provided free of charge to the user 

and supported by computer software programs, generally in PC-to-PC 

communications. Examples include SAPO Messenger16 and the basic version of 

Skype17, or Instant Messaging services – IM18. 

The following figure shows a scheme of an example of a typical VoIP call in the 

public Internet (PC-to-PC): 

 
15 The available bandwidth in GSM does not generally allow VoIP services with a quality likely to 
be interesting to the general public. 
16See  http://messenger.sapo.pt/
17 See  http://www.skype.com/products/
18 Services which allow instant communication, through the sending and receiving of text 
messages, between a group of users from a list of contacts (e.g., MSN Messenger). 
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Figure 1 – Typical VoIP connection in public Internet (PC-to-PC) 
 

s it is currently not so viable to distinguish VoIP traffic from other traffic (e-mail, 

In accordance with the European Commission Consultation of 14 June 2004, 

                                           

 

A

www, etc) in IP networks, although it is an industry concern, this type of voice 

offer presents a quality equivalent to other Internet supported applications, based 

on a general “best effort” rule19. Since it is certain that this non-distinct traffic is 

subject to this rule, one could state that the same "quality" – technical parameters 

tolerable for other IP applications – might be doubtful on voice applications. 

Moreover, interoperability with other telephone services or similar applications 

can not be guaranteed20. 

these VoIP offers comprise making a product available (for example, a software 

program which runs on a personal computer) without the service being 

continuously offered. If these offers do not provide an electronic communications 

service available to the public, they are not within the scope of the current 

community regulatory framework and shall thus not be subject of this 

consultation. 

 

Internet

 

Broadband Connection 
 

19 Way of sending information in an electronic communications network in which minimum 
performance levels are not guaranteed and the network routing mechanisms are limited to 
constantly seeking the route which allows for the shortest delay for each block of information to 
be transported. 
20 For example, communication between Skype and MSN Messenger applications is not currently 
possible.  

Internet

Broadband Connection 
PC / PDA / … 

PC / PDA / …
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2.3.2 VoIP in private networks 

There are voice services in private networks, i.e. VoIP which is used in a private 

environment, normally in a business one, which is not a commercial service offer 

– e.g. corporate networks with IP technologies and integrated voice and data. 

The following figure shows a scheme of a typical configuration for VoIP usage in 

private networks: 

Rede IP 
Corporativa Corporate IP 
Network  

 

PC / PDA / … 

Adaptor

 IP Telephone 

PSTN Telephone 

 

Figure 2 – Typical VoIP usage configuration on private networks 
 
This type of VoIP usage, covered by the general authorization regime provided 

for in Law no. 5/2004 of 10 February, is not considered as provision of services to 

the public, existing no obligations or restrictions associated with voice services 

used in private networks, although there are legal differences in the treatment of 

companies which offer services that are not accessible to the public. Use of VoIP 

in private networks is therefore not within the scope of this consultation. 

2.3.3 VoIP in the IP backbone 

Another example is the use of VoIP in the IP backbone to support the voice 

communications of an international operator or a public communications network 

operator which only uses VoIP technologies internally within its own network (IP 

backbone). Some examples of this second case include "traditional" telephone 

service providers through cable networks, namely with “triple” offers (triple play – 

voice, Internet access and television services) such as Cabovisão. 
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The following figure shows a scheme of a typical configuration for VoIP usage in 

the IP backbone. 

PSTNPSTN

GatewayIP/PSTN

PSTN PSTN Backbone
IP

Backbone
IP

GatewayIP/PSTNTelephone PSTN Telephone PSTN

 

Figure 3 – Typical VoIP usage network configuration in the IP backbone 
 
The current retail offer supported by this configuration is already regulated as a 

publicly available telephone service and is thus not within the scope of this 

consultation. We should note that this service is not available to the general 

public as an autonomous VoIP offer and/or does not affect the provision of the 

operator’s retail voice services, in particular the quality of the service offered. 

2.3.4 VoIP as an electronic communications service accessible to the 
public 

VoIP services are characterized for allowing calls to be received and made from 

and to national numbering plan (NNP)21 numbers. For this purpose, it is 

necessary to use a gateway to connect the IP network and the PSTN, as can be 

observed in Figure 4: 

 

 

 

 
21 See http://www.anacom.pt/template2.jsp?categoryId=2109.  
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InternetInternet
PSTNPSTN

   Broadband Connection

Adaptor

IP/PSTN Gateway 
IP Telephone 

PSTN Telephone 

PSTN Telephone 

PC / PDA / … 

 

Figure 4 – Configuration of a typical VoIP usage network as an electronic communications 
service accessible to the public 

 

This figure shows a schematic example of typical network configuration for VoIP 

usage as an electronic communications service accessible to the public. 

These VoIP services, which are accessible to the public, and regulated within the 

scope of Law no. 5/2004, can be: 

i) offered by an access provider, specifically a broadband provider, in a 

single fixed location and under conditions perceived by the user as 

equivalent to those in traditional fixed (landline)  telephone service 

(examples of this type of service include Oni220, provided by 

Onitelecom22, or other wholesale based offers); 

ii) for typical nomadic use, i.e. for possible use in various locations 

supported by third parties accesses, i.e. not controlling the access 

network (a typical example of this type of services is Skype-OUT/IN). 

 
22 See  www.oni220.pt/oni220.htm
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Question 1 – How do you view the future development of mobile VoIP use, 

namely with respect to technical development and applicable standards? 

Question 2 – Do you consider being suitable the categories of VoIP services 

accessible to the public presented here? To what degree could the criterion – 

control of network access – be decisive for a differentiated regulatory treatment 

with respect to VoIP services that are accessible to the public? 
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3 Associated rights and obligations 
One of the objectives of the regulatory framework of the European Union for 

electronic communications is based on the creation of conditions for the 

competitive offer of electronic communications networks and services with a view 

to providing users the maximum possible benefit in terms of choice, price and 

quality. The convergence among the various electronic communications services 

and networks and their technologies lead to the establishment of an authorization 

system which covers all comparable services in a similar manner, irrespective of 

the technologies used. The principle of technological neutrality plays a 

fundamental role in achieving the aforementioned objective. 

In pursuance of community principles and objectives, Law no. 5/2004, which 

implements the so-called “Authorization Directive”23, institutes the general 

authorization regime consisting in the compliance by networks operators and 

electronic communication service providers with the rules set down in the 

directive, as well as the regulations approved by ICP-ANACOM in the exercise of 

its powers, such as, specifically, the cases of the Regulations on Quality of 

Service (no. 46/2005)24 and Portability (no. 58/2005)25. 

3.1 Starting of the activity 
Entities wishing to offer VoIP services are required to submit previously to ICP-

ANACOM a short description of the network or service they wish to initiate and to 

notify an estimated date for starting the activity. In this notification, interested 

parties must provide the following information: 

 Indication of the target market for the offer (wholesale or resale); 

 
23 European Parliament and Council Directive 2002/20/CE of 7 March 2002, on the authorization 
of electronic communications networks and services. 
24 http://www.anacom.pt/template13.jsp?categoryId=150962.  
25 http://www.anacom.pt/template12.jsp?categoryId=157865.  
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 Description of the nature of the service(s), characteristics, functioning and 

respective geographical scope; 

 Diagram facilitating the description of the service(s), indicating the 

technology/-ies to be used; 

 Indication of the support network of each service to be provided (support, 

total or partial, in own or other network); 

 Indication of the numbering resources to be used. 

Following the appropriate notification, the companies may immediately 

commence their activity, respecting the limitations with regard to the assignment 

or usage rights for frequencies and numbers. ICP-ANACOM, within 5 days from 

the receipt of notification, must issue a declaration confirming its submission, 

describing in particular the rights in matters of access and interconnection and of 

instalment of resources. 

This does not invalidate ICP-ANACOM's power to evaluate the compliance of the 

services provided or to be provided, as well as declared or described, in relation 

to its possible use or the rules emanating from the regulatory framework, 

specifically with regard to the use of numbering and frequencies. In addition, the 

VoIP service offer may involve the use of NNP numbers.  

3.2 Summary of rights and obligations 

The following offers a short summary (see the diagram below) of the scope of 

application of the regulations on electronic communications as well as the terms 

associated with the classification of services: 
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US PATS 
ECS 
(accessible 
to the public) 

ECS
More regulation = more 
obligations 

ECS – Electronic Communications Service. 
PATS – Publicly available telephone service, basically, a special category of ECS 

(accessible to the public). 
US – Universal service, basically, a special category of telephone service accessible to the 

public. 
. 

Figure 5 – Scope of application of electronic communications regulations 

 

The following table is a summary of the rights and obligations associated with 

each of the categories of regulated services: 

Rights and Obligations ECS26

 
PATS Universal 

Service 
Law no. 
5/2004 

Interconnection and Interoperability of 
services 

Yes Yes Yes Art. 27, 62 et 
seq 

Contracts (including detailed billing) 
information about service and quality 
of service  

Yes Yes Yes Art. 39, 47 
and 48 

Statistical information to be provided 
to ICP-ANACOM. 

Yes Yes Yes Art. 109 

Access to emergency services (112)  Yes Yes Art. 51, 49 
(no. 3) 

Number portability  Yes Yes Art. 54 
Legal interception of calls Yes Yes Yes Art. 27 
Network integrity and availability of 
networks and services 

 Yes Yes Art. 27, 49 

                                            
26 Electronic communications service accessible to the public (e.g. Internet access service). 
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Rights and Obligations ECS PATS Universal 
Service 

Law no. 
5/2004 

Telephone operator assistance  Yes Yes Art. 50 
Access to lists/information about lists  Yes Yes Art. 50 
Minimum Quality of Service   Yes Art. 92 (no. 

5) 
Information about Quality of Service Yes Yes Yes Art. 40, 39, 

47. 
Public payphones and services for 
handicapped people 

  Yes Art. 90, 91 

Use of non-geographical numbering Yes Yes Yes Art. 17, 30 
Use of geographical numbering (“2”)  Yes Yes Art. 17, 30 
 

3.3 VoIP regulatory framework 

ICP-ANACOM finds, in accordance with the initial position of the European 

Commission in its consultation of 14 June 2004, that the VoIP offers described in 

chapter 2.3.4, i.e. electronic communications services accessible to the public, 

are within the scope of the present regulatory framework. 

Although VoIP services may offer features similar to those of traditional 

telephone service – making and receiving calls, as well as access to emergency 

services – they may differ among themselves in the following aspects: 

 Type of use (fixed or nomadic); 

 Possibility for the service provider to control the access network 

(“independence” with respect to access). 

The different types of use of VoIP services have an impact on the access to 

emergency services (location of the caller) and on the numbering to be used 

(geographic vs. non-geographic). Furthermore, the VoIP service provider’s 

independence with respect to access can also have an impact, namely on 

network integrity, quality of service, and legal interception of calls. 
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This distinction is pertinent for the purposes of either classification of VoIP 

services or identification of the associated rights and obligations. 

Bearing in mind the principle of technological neutrality, a service offered by an 

access provider under equivalent conditions to that of traditional telephone 

service, including the provision of service in a single fixed location, must be 

treated as a publicly available telephone service, with the same rights and 

obligations. 

On the other hand, a service typically for nomadic use, offered by an access 

independent provider, may be subject to fewer obligations than those inherent to 

publicly available telephone service, essentially those which might cause 

increased difficulties upon entry into the market, either for technological reasons 

(lack of maturity or standardization of some technological solutions, specifically 

with regard to location), or for reasons relating to cost (for example, in the 

implementation of legal interception). 

It is thus possible to argue that a new environment will be created which is more 

likely to facilitate the entry of new market players, promoting competition while, at 

the same time, allowing operators to introduce new and innovative services to the 

market, with obvious benefits for consumers. 

With regard to the regulatory approach, it is important to distinguish, on one 

hand, the classification and service provision conditions set by Law no. 5/2004, 

and on the other hand, the definition and analysis of relevant markets which 

could lead to the imposition of obligations on providers with significant market 

power (SMP) in one or more of these markets. In this regard, and as mentioned 

in chapter 1, ICP-ANACOM did not consider VoIP in its analysis of the fixed 

markets (1-6) and so VoIP was not included in the corresponding assessment of 

SMP and imposition of obligations.  

Lastly, it is important to mention that there are VoIP services (like any other IP 

supported service) which can be offered over the Internet without the provider of 
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such service being established in Portugal. The provision of this type of services, 

even though it is subject to the provisions of Law no. 5/2004 (general 

authorization regime) may be exposed to infringements by entities located 

outside of the country, making advisable a higher coordination among NRAs for 

preventing, monitoring, and sanctioning such situations. 
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4 Numbering and Portability 
The principles discussed below are compatible with the position of ERG on 

numbering and portability27, i.e., in order to promote competition, thus stimulating 

the development of new services, the numbering plans must be technologically 

neutral, based on the description of the service, and, in principle, the same 

numbering ranges should be available for both types of services, i.e. VoIP and 

traditional voice services.   

4.1 Types of numbering 

Numbering is a basic component in the context of electronic communications, 

specifically of voice services, since it is expected that these services will continue 

to be accessible in the near future via E.164 numbers28.  

When VoIP service providers wish to ensure that their customers can be 

accessed by users of public circuit-switched networks, they must use E.164 

numbers. One fact is symptomatic: requiring/using E.164 type numbering shows 

a willingness to ensure inter-operability among end users of VoIP and PSTN. 

We must assess, in light of the NNP, the most suitable ranges for the provision of 

VoIP services, depending on its fixed or nomadic nature. 

Two types of numbering can thus be identified, respectively: 

• Geographic numbers; 

• Non-geographic numbers. 

 
27 See Chapter 3 of the above-mentioned document “ERG Common Statement for VoIP 
regulatory approaches” available at 
http://erg.eu.int/doc/publications/erg0512_voip_common_statement.pdf. 
28 ITU-T recommendation on the international numbering plan.  See 
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=items&lang=E&parent=T-REC-E.164-199705-S.  
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European practices differ greatly with regard to the numbering used in VoIP. For 

example, geographic numbers can be used just as well as non-geographic 

numbers, or even both types of numbering can be used. 

According to the information gathered at the end of 2004, within the scope of the 

IRG/ERG29, geographic numbering was available for VoIP services in eighteen 

(including Portugal) out of the total of twenty five countries analyzed. In the 

majority of countries (including Portugal) certain requirements must be met by 

VoIP providers using geographic numbering, namely: (i) complying with the 

conditions defined for geographic numbering (including the restriction of only 

being used in the corresponding geographic area or connection to only one 

Network Termination Point (NTP)), (ii) providing a publicly available telephone 

service, (iii) offering a quality of service equivalent to that of PSTN. In five of the 

countries, this type of numbering was not made available for VoIP services, and 

in three the situation was being re-examined. 

On the other hand, there is no differentiation, in any of the countries, between 

geographic numbering for VoIP and for traditional voice services supported in the 

PSTN (the situation was under re-examination in four of the countries). 

Some countries did allow the provision of VoIP services with geographic 

numbering outside of the fixed address/location, in some cases with restrictions 

(e.g., only in the geographic area corresponding to the range, only in-country, 

without being able to originate calls to 112 or to port the number). Nonetheless, it 

was only possible in three of the twenty five countries analyzed to use 

geographic numbers in nomadic mode without restrictions. 

 
29 See detailed information found in Appendix 1 of the document “ERG Common Statement for 
VoIP Regulatory approaches” at: 
http://erg.eu.int/doc/publications/erg0512_voip_common_statement.pdf. 
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4.2 Geographic numbering 

Currently, geographic numbers are in the level “2” of the NNP which contain 

some digits with geographical significance, whose function is to route the calls to 

the physical location of the NTP. In the framework of Law no. 5/2004, 

geographical numbering corresponds to a fixed terminal location or NTP, usually 

a specific address, according to the geographic area indicated by these digits 

with geographical significance. 

It can be argued that using geographic numbering for VoIP services could 

contribute to promote competition, as it could facilitate the adoption of VoIP due 

to the better perception of prices associated to calls to these numbers. 

However, nomadic use or using the geographic numbering resources of different 

areas than that to which the terminal is constrained distorts the concept of 

geographic numbering30. For the rest, rate transparency was relevant in not 

implementing geographic portability31. 

The impact could also be felt in calls to emergency services (112), bearing in 

mind that irrespective of the actual location of the user (who might even be in an 

other country, depending on the service), the CLI sent out would not correspond 

to the registered address to which the assistance would be sent if no other 

information were provided. 

 
30 E.g., a VoIP end-customer with a Lisbon area address (corresponding to the number “21”) 
could use the (same) service in Porto and yet the caller id sent out would not correspond to the 
actual geographic area.  
31 See the position of  ICP-ANACOM following the public consultation on number portability, at: 
http://www.anacom.pt/streaming/relatorio.pdf?categoryId=6205&contentId=14667&field=ATTACH
ED_FILE.  
On this occasion ICP-ANACOM mentioned that “(…) in the process pertaining to the restructuring 
of the National Numbering Plan, based on which a public consultation was also held, geographic 
portability by users and, especially, by new operators, was advised against, since it is not 
compatible with the identification of domestic (national) geographical areas – an element to which 
great importance was attached. Thus, the current National Numbering Plan is based on the 
existence of different geographical areas, which excludes, right from the start, the possibility of 
geographic portability at the domestic level, i.e. between different geographical numbering areas.” 
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Furthermore, from the viewpoint of the efficient management of numbering 

resources, the existence of multiple numbers of different geographical areas 

attributed to the same NTP does not, in principle, seem appropriate. There are 

offers, such as Skype-IN (in which 10 geographical numbers can correspond to 

different geographical areas) which, if replicated in Portugal, could lead to the 

exhaustion, in the medium-term, of the geographic numbering resources. 

As a matter of fact, level “2” numbering resources are limited and in some urban 

regions the available ranges (10,000) are already somewhat reduced32. 

In addition, we find that the use of geographic numbers of the Portuguese NNP 

by VoIP service providers authorized to operate in other countries (of which 

Skype-IN is an example) should not be allowed, due to the previously mentioned 

repercussions on the efficient management of the numbers.  

The NNP is technologically neutral, given that the same numbering ranges 

should be available for services having the same characteristics. 

In this regard, the “2” range currently used for geographic numbering and 

associated with the offer of public telephone services at fixed location could 

include a VoIP offer, if conformed to this type. 

By law, the use of geographic numbers is restricted to a fixed location and must 

be ensured by the VoIP provider, which, in this situation, must also be the 

contracted access provider, given that, if this were not the case, it could not 

guarantee the fixed location. This condition is a determining factor in complying 

with this obligation and ICP-ANACOM, in the exercise of its monitoring powers, 

will enforce compliance therewith. 

 
32 See http://www.anacom.pt/template12.jsp?categoryId=2388.  
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4.3 Non-geographic numbering 

In this context, non-geographic numbers are currently NNP numbers without 

geographical significance. Examples of this type of numbering include translation 

numbers (e.g. “800”, “884”) and mobile telephone access numbers (“9x”). 

For VoIP services offered by a provider supported through broadband accesses 

of third parties or typically for nomadic use, ICP-ANACOM finds that non-

geographic numbering is appropriate, thereby distinguishing these from the 

telephone service offered at a fixed location (and which have a geographical 

numbering range). This assignment allows a provider of this type of electronic 

communication services to access NNP numbers, thus allowing its customers to 

receive calls from the PSTN anywhere in the country. The assignment of non-

geographic numbers also contributes to an efficient use of numbering by not 

allowing the use of multiple numbers attached to different geographical areas at 

the same NTP. 

In this regard, notice the recent OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development)33 communication, in which it is mentioned that the majority of 

NRA's assign, or intend to assign, non-geographic numbering dedicated to VoIP 

services in order to provide sufficient numbering resources and, in some way, to 

alleviate the pressure placed on geographic numbering resources. According to 

the OECD, it is also expected that the existence of non-geographic numbering for 

VoIP services will help consumers, in some countries, to identify the different 

characteristics of the services offered. 

In this sense, ICP-ANACOM envisages the release of a new numbering range, at 

a new NNP level – "30”, to accommodate nomadic services in general. Range “3" 

is currently free and the conditions for the assignment of numbering in general 

shall be consolidated according to the principles and criteria for managing and 

assigning numbering resources. 

 
33 See “The policy implications of voice over internet protocol”, OECD document DSTI/ICCP/TISP 
(2005)3, of 25 May 2005. 
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As provided for in Article 17 of Law no. 5/2004, its incumbent to ICP-ANACOM to 

manage the NNP according to the principles of transparency, efficiency, equality 

and non-discrimination, including the definition of the conditions governing the 

assignment and use of national numbering resources. In addition, in terms of the 

same article, this Authority is in charge of assigning the numbering resources 

through objective, transparent and non-discriminating procedures.  

Moreover, pursuant to item 1 of Article 8 of the same Law, if ICP-ANACOM, in 

the exercise of its powers provided for therein, intends to adopt measures which 

will have a significant impact on the relevant market, then it must publish the 

project in question, giving the interested parties the possibility to voice their 

opinions and send contributes by a deadline established for that purpose. 

In these terms, at the end of the consultation period, ICP-ANACOM shall decide 

upon the release of the numbering range in question, exercising the powers 

provided for in the aforementioned Article 17 of Law no. 5/2004. 

4.4 Portability 

Portability, set down in Law no. 5/2004, allows the user of publicly available 

telephone services to keep his/her number when changing providers, within the 

scope of the same service, in the same country. The user is entitled to port his 

number whether it is geographic or non-geographic. 

This is meant as a stimulus for the market, promoting competition and freedom of 

choice for consumers, facilitating the change to other operators, considering that 

the conditions regarding portability must be equal for similar voice services within 

the scope of national numbering plans. 

Guaranteeing this right presuppose that operators will comply with two different 

types of requirements: 

i. Correct routing of calls to ported numbers (guarantee of end-to-end 

interoperability); 
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ii. The use of numbers from and to another provider. 

It is considered that a service provider wishing to provide electronic 

communications to and from fixed and mobile telephone networks with assigned 

numbering should promote interoperability among end users irrespective of 

whether their numbers are ported. 

This means that the VoIP provider will right at start have to take on investments 

and operating costs in implementing and complying with the conditions set by the 

regulations on portability, i.e. costs of connecting to the Reference Entity, which 

is mandatory for all providers34. 

VoIP service providers, whilst providers of telephone services at a fixed location, 

will be obliged to implement number portability, i.e. shall have portability rights 

and obligations. 

Since numbers from the “30” range have not yet been assigned, it is likely that 

any general use of these numbers will be gradual. A portability obligation in this 

range does not appear to give rise to immediate benefits for users or to stimulate 

competition, without prejudice to these providers offering, if they so wish, their 

clients the opportunity to port their “30” number. It is therefore considered that 

VoIP nomadic service providers should currently not have this obligation. 

Since number portability is only admitted within the scope of the same service, 

number portability is not allowed between the geographic numbering range “2” 

(service provided at a fixed location) and non-geographic numbering range “30” 

(nomadic use). 

We should mention that, in this respect, according to the information gathered by 

the IRG/ERG, in seventeen of the nineteen countries analyzed, portability was 

not possible between different services.  

 
34 Even if the provider uses a third party operator, as transit, for routing of calls to/from the PSTN. 
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Question 3 – Do you agree that to service providers which offer VoIP services at 

a fixed location should be assigned geographic numbers? What is the best way of 

guaranteeing that such an assignment of geographic numbering is not subject to 

a use which distorts the intended purpose? 

Question 4 – Do you agree with the use of a new range of non-geographic “30” 

numbers for VoIP with nomadic use? And what is your position on a prospective 

number portability obligation in this range? 
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5 Access to emergency services 
Recognizing the importance of emergency services for citizens, Law no. 5/2004 

establishes that end users of publicly available telephone services, including 

users of public pay telephones, have the right to call the emergency services, 

free of charge and without interruption, by using the single European emergency 

call number – 112.  

It should be noted that, in terms of Article 1 and of Decree-Law no. 73/97, of 3 

April (Legislation that created the telephone number 112 as the national 

emergency call number), calls to the emergency number are free of charge for 

the public, in fixed and mobile telephone services and constitutes the preferred 

access to the various emergency services.  

It is the understanding of ICP-ANACOM that full access to emergency services 

via the number 112 is intrinsically related to the fulfilment of three technical 

requirements (to be detailed in the following sections): 

i. Identifying the location from which the call is originated, in the call itself; 

ii. Correctly managing and transporting the CLI to enable the emergency 

centre to return the call; 

iii. Immunity to faults, namely power failures. 

It is important to stress, nevertheless, that in the terms of Article 5 of Decree- 

Law no. 73/97, the Minister of Equipment, Planning and Internal Administration, 

through ICP-ANACOM, is responsible for coordinating with operators of public 

telecommunications the adaptation of the basic telecommunications and mobile 

land networks in order to make sure that calls placed to 112 are answered at an 

emergency centre. 

It should also be stressed that it is the responsibility of the Ministry of Internal 

Administration to disclose the telephone number 112 and to reformulate and 
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manage the emergency centres. It is also in charge of establishing procedures 

for the appropriate handling and monitoring of the response to emergency calls35.  

It should be emphasized that European practices differ greatly with regard to 

access to emergency services within the scope of VoIP. According to the 

information gathered in the scope of the IRG/ERG36, in fourteen (including 

Portugal) out of the total of seventeen countries analyzed, calls to 112 must be 

routed to the appropriate emergency centre. 

Furthermore, the obligation to identify emergency calls exists in twelve countries 

(including Portugal) and in some of these countries it is subject to the technical 

viability of sending the CLI. Five of the countries require the emergency services 

call centre to be able to place a return call (in some cases, if technically 

possible). 

The requirement to provide the location of the originator of the emergency call to 

the call centre exists in fourteen countries, this obligation being, in many cases, 

subject to the technical viability of meeting this requirement. 

5.1 Location 

According to Law no. 5/2004 and insofar as it is technically feasible, companies 

which offer telephone networks and publicly available telephone services must 

provide to the authorities in charge of emergency services information on the 

location of the person originating the call, in respect of all 112 calls. 

Currently, calls to 112 are routed by the PT Comunicações (PTC) network to the 

emergency call centre closest to the location from which the call is originated.  

When these calls originate in PTC’s own network, the routing is based on the 

local switch where the call is originated. When originated in the remaining 

network operators, call routing is performed by means of a code ("2xy) placed in 

 
35 See, respectively Articles 4 and 3 of DL no. 73/97.  
36 See detailed information found in Appendix 2 of the document “ERG Common Statement for 
VoIP Regulatory approaches”  
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the number dialled ("112 2xy") which identifies the geographical area of the call 

origin37.  

Identification of the subscriber is carried out using the CLI and if the address is 

known to the emergency centre, assistance is facilitated. 

Regarding the current state of the art, it is generally noted that there are 

limitations to IP technology with respect to the possibility of identifying the 

geographical area from where the call is originated, depending on how the 

service is provided as far as the location of terminal is concerned (fixed or 

nomadic). Indeed, currently there are no standardized protocols which allow for 

the establishment of locating methods for nomadic services. In this case, in order 

for emergency assistance to be provided, the user must specify his location, such 

as presently the case with the mobile telephone service. 

In this context, should also be noted the European Commission Recommendation 

of 25 July 2003 on the processing of caller location information in electronic 

communication networks for the purpose of location-enhanced emergency call 

services38. 

5.2 Calling line identification 

As mentioned above, companies which offer telephone networks and services 

publicly available telephone services are required to provide the CLI, whenever 

this is technically and economically viable. 

 
37 In mobile networks, it is available the information of the base station where the caller is 
connected.  It should even be possible, in mobile networks, to obtain a more specific terminal 
location through the use of triangulation techniques (sector interception of various antennas). 
However, this information is not currently passed on to the emergency centres. Thus, at the 
present time, these centres do not have any location information other than the general 
geographical area "2xy”.  
38 See 
http://www.anacom.pt/template20.jsp?categoryId=72770&contentId=118161. 
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Furthermore any treatment of the CLI by networks must conform to the provisions 

of relevant international standards39. In particular, generating and confirming the 

truthfulness of the CLI at the origin is the responsibility of the operator owning the 

network from where the call originates. 

The concern in creating and transporting a CLI which faithfully translates the 

origin of the call, in the access to emergency services, has the purpose of 

guarantee the ability of the emergency services call centre to return the call. It 

should be noted for this purpose that the authorities in charge of these services 

are entitled by law to cancel the right of the call originator to restrict the 

identification of his line (Law no. 41/2004, of 18 August). 

It recognized, however that the accuracy of CLI information cannot currently be 

guaranteed in the Internet environment. 

5.3 Powering of the terminals 

As a general rule, It is known that terminals supporting VoIP need to be powered 

by the electric distribution network, unlike classic PSTN terminals which are in-

line powered. Given that an emergency situation could be associated with a fault 

in the electric power distribution network, effective access to the service, 

including, obviously, emergency services, could be compromised by a terminal 

power failure if their are no technical solutions which enable in-line powering of 

terminals for voice calls40. 

5.4 Obligation to provide access to 112 

As previously mentioned, given the importance of access to emergency services, 

it is desirable that such access be made available by the greatest number of 

 
39 See the group of ETSI standards ETSI EN 300 356, included in the list produced by the 
European Commission (See 
http://www.anacom.pt/template20.jsp?categoryId=55018&contentId=87571
40 With mobile operators, there is also limited access to emergency services. 
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electronic communications networks and services, since this is a right of users of 

publicly available telephone services and public pay telephones. 

In this sense, we find that all VoIP service providers, including nomadic service 

providers must, if within the country, ensure the routing of calls to emergency 

services (i.e. allow for the placing of calls to 112, irrespective of whether or not 

the CLI and location data are provided).  

For VoIP services provided at a fixed location, sending of the CLI and providing 

location data of calls to 112 must be ensured. 

However, given the current technical difficulty in determining the precise location 

of the VoIP terminals in nomadic use, providers of this type of service may not 

satisfy the previously mentioned conditions to guarantee the complete provision 

of access to 112, namely with regard to the sending the CLI. In this case, it is 

impossible to return the call and the risk of fraud and delays in providing 

assistance is increased, given the authorities are unable to determine whether 

the emergency is genuine, which may even lead to system overloading41. 

As such, ICP-ANACOM shall pay close attention to the development of this 

matter and possibly intervene, within the scope of its powers, in case the 

provision of access to emergency services, on the part of VoIP service providers, 

in particular those providing nomadic services, does not meet the actual needs 

and rights of users. 

ICP-ANACOM empathize that all market players must employ their best efforts to 

in the medium and long-term guarantee to all users a complete, reliable and 

quality access to emergency services. Furthermore, the participation of 

international standardization bodies in this process is also important. 

 
41 There has been a recent development in the USA, in the sense of making access to 
emergency services mandatory. See 
http://ftp.fcc.gov/cgb/consumerfacts/voip911.html.  
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Question 5 – Do you identify any constraints in the provision of access to 112 by 

VoIP service providers? If so, how can these constraints be overcome?  

Question 6 – How can the risks of improper and abusive use of the access to 

emergency services be minimized? 

Question 7 – Do you feel that international standardization bodies, namely ETSI, 

should study and propose standardized locating procedures in IP networks and / 

or routing of emergency calls from VoIP service customers to the appropriate 

emergency call centre?  

Question 8 – Do you think it would be useful for providers of nomadic services to 

give their customers the real option of communicating a change in their usual 

access location, for the purposes of locating the caller in case emergency calls 

are placed? How do we guarantee that this information is updated and that it 

arrives to the emergency call centres in time? 
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6 Legal interception of calls 
As Directive 2002/21 EC of 7 March (Framework Directive) states, Member 

States can take the necessary measures to guarantee the protection of their 

basic security interests, to preserve public order and security and permit the 

investigation, detection, and repression of criminal actions, including the 

establishment, by national regulatory authorities, of specific and proportional 

obligations applicable to electronic communication service providers. 

In this sense, Article 2742 of Law no. 5/2004 provides that companies which offer 

electronic communications networks and services may be obliged at their own 

expense to install and make available legal call interception systems to the 

competent national authorities, as well as provide decoding or deciphering 

mechanisms whenever they offer these facilities. 

Establishing this condition is the responsibility of ICP-ANACOM and must be 

objectively justified in relation to the network or services in question, namely 

taking into account whether the service is accessible to the public, and be non-

discriminatory, proportional and transparent. 

It is admitted, however, that in the apparent absence of standardized technical 

solutions, the implementation of mechanisms for legal interception of calls may 

result in increased costs to service providers. This concern may become more 

relevant for smaller service providers in virtue of the greater impact on their 

profitability. 

 

 
42Law no. 20/87 of 12 June (Internal Security Law) and the Portuguese Criminal Procedure Code 
also include provisions on the legal interception of calls. 
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Question 9 – What type of technical solutions could be implemented to provide 

legal interception of calls? What is the estimated cost thereof and what is its 

impact on the development of VoIP services? Do you feel that the participation of 

standardization bodies may be relevant for the development and reduction in 

costs of these technical solutions? 
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7 Quality of service, Integrity and Security of the 
Network and Privacy 

7.1 Quality of service in VoIP 

ICP-ANACOM is in charge of defining the quality of service parameters to be 

appraised, as well as the content, format and method of publication of the 

information.  

In this context, ICP-ANACOM published Regulation no. 46/2005 of 14 June, 

choosing initially to establish the quality parameters to be made available by 

companies offering access to the public telephone network at a fixed location and 

the publicly available telephone service, irrespective of the supporting technology.  

As such, insofar as a VoIP service configures a publicly available telephone 

service at a fixed location, it is required to comply with the quality of service 

parameters provided by the Regulations43
 when applicable to its offer: supply 

time for initial network connection, fault rate per access line, fault repair time and 

response time for operator services.   

The same regulation states that once market needs have been assessed at a 

later stage, developments in harmonization and the regulatory objectives to be 

pursued by ICP-ANACOM, will be weighed up against the opportunity and 

necessity of setting parameters to improve the quality levels of other electronic 

communications services to be incorporated in the aforementioned regulation. 

VoIP nomadic service offers could be part of this group of services. 

In general VoIP quality of service as perceived by the user basically depends on 

three aspects: 

• Network topology; 

• Interconnection congestion; 

 
43 See 
http://www.anacom.pt/template12.jsp?categoryId=150484.  
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• Codecs44 used. 

7.1.1 Network topology 

Delays in placing VoIP calls, as well as delivery of IP packets, may affect the 

quality thereof. These delays depend on the number of nodes between two 

communicating points and potential multiple conversions between PSTN and the 

IP network (introducing a longer delay), depending on the topology of the network 

in use. Typically, the maximum number of end-to-end nodes is about fifteen, thus 

obtaining a delay within the acceptable parameters for voice communications45, 

although usually longer than in PSTN. 

7.1.2 Interconnection congestion 

Current IP networks, in particular in the Internet environment, are based on the 

so-called “best effort”, i.e. they always allow one more call, but at the cost of the 

deterioration of all the calls in the network. Generally speaking, this is not the 

concept used in the PSTN, where there is a defined maximum number of calls 

taking place at the same time in each link and, if this limit is attained, any further 

call attempts are rejected and the call cannot be placed. 

There are currently46 no practical mechanisms on the public Internet which allow 

prioritization of data traffic, which could, in very heavy traffic situations, 

substantially decrease the quality of the VoIP service. In addition to the loss of 

packets becoming more likely, it is also more likely that communications are 

affected by delays in transmitting these packets or variations in the respective 

delays. 

 
44 Codec – Encoder and decoder, used, in this context in the terminal equipment of the user and 
in gateways. 
45 ETSI EG202 057 Series. 
46 Defining priorities will be possible once IPv6 (version six of the Internet Protocol) becomes 
available. 
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7.1.3 Codecs 

In VoIP, the normally used codecs compress the voice signal and may diminish 

the voice quality (digitized) or increase the number of delays in transmitting IP 

packets. On the other hand, some codecs have a correcting effect on 

transmission problems, thus minimizing the impact of packet loss. These codecs 

however have the disadvantage of requiring more computational processing. 

With traditional codecs respecting the G.711 standard (also used in PSTN), the 

quality is very close to that of traditional telephony, but the bandwidth 

requirements are greater. 

7.2 Network integrity 

The intrinsic characteristics of IP networks, and principally, of the Internet, make 

them more vulnerable to attacks when compared to PSTN. The openness of the 

net (Internet) does not currently allow it to offer the strength necessary to defend 

against attacks intentionally devised to render it inoperable for considerable 

periods of time, for example DoS – Denial of Service47 attacks, either simple or 

distributed, making it very difficult or even impossible to provide services. Another 

factor to consider is the introduction of mechanisms to block or restrict VoIP 

services (throttling48). 

Nonetheless, it is to be expected that the rapid technological development of IP 

technologies might attenuate or even eliminate the current limitations. 

In any event, providers of VoIP services at a fixed location (if also operators of 

public networks) must, according to Article 49 of Law no. 5/2004, be required to 

guarantee the integrity of their respective networks. Furthermore, they must 

guarantee the availability of their networks and service in emergency situations or 

force majeure. 

 
47 Type of attack which renders the network inoperable due to a “flood” of useless traffic. 
48 Deliberately introducing delays and jitter into a call or blocking IP addresses or services (IP 
ports). 
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As such, providers of VoIP nomadic services are not required, within the scope of 

this Article, to guarantee the integrity of the network. 

On the other hand, Article 27 of Law no. 5/2004 establishes that companies 

which offer electronic communication services, thus including VoIP services, may 

be required to maintain the integrity of their networks.  

The establishment of this condition is responsibility of ICP-ANACOM and must be 

objectively justified in relation to the network or services in question, namely 

taking into account whether the service is accessible to the public, and be non-

discriminatory, proportional and transparent. 

7.3 Security and privacy 

The aforementioned intrinsic characteristics of IP networks and, principally, of the 

Internet also render them more vulnerable to attacks and possible infringement of 

the privacy and confidentiality of individual data. An example of this behaviour is 

SPIT (SPAM49 over Internet Telephony) increasing exponentially as a result of 

lower IP network costs and also a rising delocalization of Call Centres to 

countries with cheaper labour. Another example is Caller ID Spoofing (simulated 

identification). 

It should be also stressed that according to the “Communication of the 

Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic 

and Social Committee and the Committee of Regions on unsolicited electronic 

communications, or SPAM – COM (2004) 28 final”50, of 22/01/04, 

notwithstanding the role of the responsible national authorities for the protection 

of data and the other competent national authorities51, the industry has a role to 

 
49 Unsolicited e-mail.   
50 See 
http://europa.eu.int/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/info_centre/documentation/communic_
reports/spam/pt.pdf. 
51 Generally speaking, depending whether personal data is at issue, supervision with regard to 
SPAM, is respectively the responsibility of the National Data Protection Committee or ICP-
ANACOM.   
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play in the fight against SPAM, especially with regards to establishing clauses 

and conditions for consumers and relationships with business partners. In many 

cases, better coordination on the part of associations in the sector and the 

involvement of specific self-regulating bodies and consumer associations in the 

sector are necessary.  

The same document highlights a set of measures which reduce the SPAM 

problem, namely in direct sales practices of companies and codes of conduct. 

The openness of the network (Internet) does not currently allow it to offer the 

strength necessary to fend off intentionally devised attacks to render it inoperable 

for considerable periods of the time, and does not prevent, in some situations, 

against extraction of IP voice packets and their decoding (eavesdropping) via 

computer programs known as sniffers. 

Article 4 of Law no. 41/2004 of 18 August, on the inviolability of electronic 

communications, provides that companies which offer electronic communications 

networks and services must guarantee the inviolability of communications and 

respective traffic data sent across public communications networks and 

electronic communications services that are accessible to the public.  

It also provides that eavesdropping, installing eavesdropping devices, the storage 

of or other means of intercepting or monitoring communications and the 

respective traffic data without the prior consent of users, except for in the cases 

provided for by law, is prohibited.  

 

Question 10 – Do you consider it appropriate to define quality parameters for 

VoIP services? If so, what parameters should be considered?  

Question 11 – How do you think situations like SPIT or throttling should be 

handled? 
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8 Interconnection and Universal Service 
In the terms of the law, any company which offers electronic communication 

networks and services that are accessible to the public has the right to negotiate 

interconnection and to obtain access or the interconnection of other companies 

which offer electronic communication networks and services. 

Should the negotiations fail, ICP-ANACOM may intervene so as to ensure 

appropriate interconnection of networks and end-to-end interoperability of 

services. 

8.1 Interconnection models 

VoIP service providers can interconnect with the PSTN using gateways with 

SS#7 signalling 52 – thus guaranteeing network interoperability – or they can 

interconnect with other VoIP service providers through the PSTN 53 or in IP 

(peering)54.  

In both cases it will always be necessary to guarantee interoperability of services 

and end-to-end connectivity. 

Internet access providers, in general, already interconnect their IP networks, 

either directly or using PIX – Portuguese Internet Exchange55, without any 

regulatory intervention to date by ICP-ANACOM.  

Some possible interconnection models are presented in the following schemes:  

 
52 ITU-T signalling system no. 7. 
53 I.e., an indirect interconnection of the type IP-PSTN-IP. 
54 Interconnection and peering are separate concepts: a) peering is the communication between 
two entities which operate at the same protocol level in the system; b) interconnection is the 
physical and logical connection of public communication networks by the same company or by 
different companies so as to allow users of a company to communicate with users of the same or 
other companies or to access services offered by another company. 
55 See 
http://www.fccn.pt/index.php?module=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page&PAGE_id=8&M
MN_position=3:3. 
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Figure 6 – Typical configuration of an IP-PSTN or PSTN-IP interconnection 
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Figure 8 – Typical configuration of an IP-IP interconnection 
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Various questions may be raised in this area in the short or medium-term, namely 

with respect to the interconnection models and agreements. 

8.2 Short-term approach 

Given the current state of development of IP based services in Portugal, it is 

expected that in the short-term the predominant type of interconnection will still 

be PSTN-PSTN and with the development of VoIP, IP-PSTN (or PSTN-IP). 

As mentioned earlier, VoIP providers have the possibility of negotiating the terms 

of interconnection contracts with other providers. 

Should they wish to interconnect with PTC, they can negotiate on the basis of the 

Reference Interconnection Offer56. Depending on the interconnection price 

structure with PSTN, the VoIP provider may be able to interconnect at various 

network points so as to reduce its termination costs, such as is the case currently 

in PSTN-PSTN interconnections, although the prices may differ for calls to 

geographic and non-geographic numbering ranges. 

We find, therefore, that telephone service interconnection agreements between 

VoIP and PSTN networks may be able maintain the same basic principles as 

those of the current interconnection agreements. In particular, we find that the 

conditions for interconnecting with the new “30” numbering range should not 

depart from the currently established rules for call origination and termination at a 

fixed location. 

It seems reasonable that, in calls originated in PSTN and terminated in an IP 

network, the VoIP provider supported by the same network receive a wholesale 

termination price, similar to that which occurs with the PSTN-PSTN 

interconnection.  

 
56 See http://www.ptcomunicacoes.pt/operadores/nacionais.asp?area=ori.  
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Question 12 – Keeping in mind technological and market developments, how do 

you predict, in the short-term, that interconnection will develop between IP and 

PSTN networks and between IP networks (peering?) 

Question 13 – What constraints on interconnection and interoperability of 

networks and services could restrict the development of VoIP? What tangible 

solutions do you propose to avoid or solve those potential problems? 

8.3 Medium-term approach 

With the progressive use of IP networks, as they support the transmission of 

voice, data and images, interconnection between networks will in the medium-

term take place increasingly more in IP, until, potentially, all networks are IP 

based. Although this issue might diverge from the subject of the consultation, we 

think it would be useful to now reflect on some of the questions which arise from 

this development. 

8.3.1 Parameters for traffic characterization in IP-IP interconnection 

In traditional interconnection between circuit switching networks, the parameters 

used in traffic accounting depend on the number of calls and the number of 

minutes elapsed57, as well as the geographical location58.  

One the other hand, in an IP interconnection, the parameters to be considered 

are different, taking into account independence with regard to distance59 and time 

– call duration.  

This being a matter under examination, in the majority of international forums, it is 

likely that the set of parameters will include, among others, the bandwidth 

                                            
57 A decision is being prepared by ICP-ANACOM on flat interconnection rates. See 
http://www.anacom.pt/template15.jsp?categoryId=155566. 
58 E.g., interconnection at the Local level, Simple Transit and Double Transit. 
59 The organization of an IP network, irrespective of whether the packages contain voice, is quite 
different from that of a traditional network based on a hierarchy with local, transit or international 
exchanges. 
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contracted, the traffic used and the contracted quality of service (delays, packet 

loss, etc.). 

Question 14 – What type of parameters do you consider to be appropriate for the 

accounting of VoIP traffic in IP interconnection? 

8.3.2 Quality of service in interconnection between IP networks 

In a scenario in which all the networks are IP, a potential concern is the 

maintenance of quality of service in terms of network performance. This means 

that interconnection nodes have to be capable of distinguishing between different 

categories of service60 and the corresponding requirements in terms of quality of 

service, which service providers shall have to map into their own 

implementations.  

Although there are various approaches to obtaining the desired quality of service 

in a packet switching environment, there still is no consensus, as the quality of 

service has to do with transmission delays and packet loss, contrary to what 

occurs in circuit switching, in which the degree of blockage (congestion) is the 

main parameter.  

Moreover, although it is possible to achieve an acceptable quality of service 

within a network with a common architecture and centralized management, in the 

case of several interconnected networks, the same quality of service becomes 

more difficult to achieve. A potential deterioration of quality of service in network 

interconnection would tend to favour networks with greater capacity, generally 

those of historic operators, which could mean that good quality of service is 

assured in intra-network calls but not in inter-network ones.  

Question 15 – What mechanisms could be used to prevent deterioration of the 

quality of service in IP interconnection?  

                                            
60 E.g., added value services, VPN, etc. 
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8.3.3 Implications of VoIP in PSTN migration 

With the migration of voice traffic from PSTN to IP networks, we expect that, as 

the volume of traffic minutes in PSTN decreases, the cost of the network will 

remain the same but the cost of interconnection per minute will increase, which 

could cause a rise in the retail price of traditional telephone service, in turn 

encouraging users to migrate to VoIP. 

In addition, the value of the infrastructures associated with PSTN may need to be 

revaluated to reflect a decrease in the market value of the network's assets.  If 

these decreases were to impact on the interconnection basic cost, the prices of 

PSTN interconnection could rise, which would also contribute to an increase in 

retail prices, providing an extra incentive to users to migrate to VoIP.  

Furthermore, greater competition may stimulate the construction of more efficient 

networks, thus contributing to reducing VoIP prices for the end-consumer as well 

as to the offer of features not available in PSTN networks. 

8.4 Evolution of VoIP and Universal Service 

8.4.1 Background 

Universal Service (US) comprises the offer of a minimum set of services 

identified in Article 87 of Law no. 5/2004, including the connection to the public 

telephone network at a fixed location and access to publicly available telephone 

services at a fixed location. 

Whenever ICP-ANACOM considers that the provision of US may constitute an 

excessive load for the respective provider – currently PTC – it calculates the net 

costs of the corresponding obligations according to the procedures mentioned in 

Article 95 of Law no. 5/2004. 

Once the net costs of US have been verified, and if they are considered to be 

excessive by ICP-ANACOM, the government shall, at the request of the provider 

in question, provide for appropriate compensation, namely by dividing costs 
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among other companies which offer electronic communications networks and 

services accessible to the public by means of the establishment of a 

compensation fund. 

The European Commission, in its Communication of 24 May 2005 on the revision 

of the scope of US61, considered it appropriate to encourage a debate on the 

revision of the Universal Service Directive, having asked the following question 

pertaining to VoIP: “Given the current and predicted evolution, should universal 

service, in the future, separate the component “access to infrastructure” from the 

component “service offer” and only cover access to the communications 

infrastructure, based on the competitive offer of services (for example, will 

telephone service provided using VoIP technology guarantee its availability at an 

affordable price?”. ICP-ANACOM considered that this is a complex question for 

which there is no immediate and definite answer, given the evolution of the 

technical platforms and services available in the market. However, the most 

important criterion in assessing the question as to the potential separation 

between “access to the infrastructure” and the “service offer” comprises the 

determination that, even if perfect competition and with low prices, there would 

still be a segment of the population with low incomes, which could be excluded 

from access to the services in question.  

8.4.2 Implications of VoIP on US financing 

A scenario in which the US provider would gradually migrate from the current 

circuit switching network to an IP based packet switching network is open to 

analysis. 

Increased VoIP traffic could impact US financing because it is likely that PSTN 

traffic will be progressively reduced as time passes, thus diminishing US revenue 

 
61 See   
http://europa.eu.int/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/info_centre/documentation/communic_
reports/universal_service/com_2005_203_pt.pdf.  
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originating from calls and the margin of its provider, potentially constituting an 

excessive load.  

On the other hand, greater competition may stimulate the construction of more 

efficient networks, thus contributing to reducing VoIP prices for the end-consumer 

as well as to the offer of features not available in PSTN networks. 

Question 16 – What sort of impact could the increasing offer of VoIP services 

have on net costs associated with the provision of US and on the affordability of 

retail prices? 
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9 Consumer information 

9.1 Background 

One of ICP-ANACOM’s duties, as provided for in Article 6 of its statutes, 

approved as an addition to Decree-Law no. 309/2001, of 7 December62, is to inter 

alia protect consumer interests, specifically promoting clarification and ensuring 

publication of information inherent to the public use of communications.  

For this purpose and pursuant to Article 5 of Law no. 5/2004, it is the duty of this 

Authority, namely to promote the provision of unambiguous information, requiring, 

especially transparency in the rates and conditions of use of electronic 

communications services that are accessible to the public. 

It should be also noted that, in terms of Article 40 of the same Law, companies 

which offer electronic communications services that are accessible to public must 

publish and make available comparable, clear, complete and up-to-date 

information about the quality of service which they practice to end-users. 

In continuance of the relevant legal provisions, by determination of 1 September 

200563, guidelines on the minimum content to be included in electronic 

communications service provision contracts were approved.  

In the same context, ICP-ANACOM also determined, on 21 July 200564, in the 

draft decision, to promote the adoption of other measures which reinforce and 

safeguard the rights and interests of subscribers and users of the various 

electronic communications services, establishing obligations which guarantee the 

right to information to users and subscribers, namely with regard to the 

publication of the respective conditions on offers and use, including transparent 

and up-to-date information on applicable prices. 

 
62 See http://www.anacom.pt/template20.jsp?categoryId=1719&contentId=10518.  
63 See http://www.anacom.pt/template20.jsp?categoryId=163362&contentId=293379.  
64 This Deliberation was subject to public consultation, closed on 28th September 2005. See 
http://www.anacom.pt/template15.jsp?category=157543.  
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9.2 Aspects for consideration 

Some of the terms and conditions of access to VoIP services, by virtue of their 

relevance and influence on consumer choices, warrant a more in-depth treatment 

vis-à-vis the traditional telephone service. In this sense, this consultation pays 

particular attention to the need for information on the following topics: 

• Nomadic use 

As it is mentioned in chapter 4, it is proposed that geographic numbering 

be assigned to the offer of VoIP services provided at a single fixed location 

and that non-geographic numbering be assigned to VoIP nomadic 

services. 

• Access to emergency services (112) 

As it is mentioned in chapter 5, we find that all providers of VoIP services, 

including nomadic services, should be required to guarantee call routing to 

112. 

It was also mentioned that full access to 112 is dependent on three 

conditions: (i) identifying the location of the call origin, (ii) creation and 

transportation of the CLI, allowing call return, and (iii) uninterrupted access 

(namely, guaranteeing the availability of the service in case of power 

failures). 

In chapter 5 it was also discussed the existence of some technical 

difficulties in determining the exact location of the VoIP terminal in 

nomadic use.  

In addition to this conditioning factor, terminals supporting VoIP and which 

are completely dependent on the electric power supply network may 

compromise access to emergency services in case of power failures.  
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• Scope of portability  

The importance of defining the scope of number portability becomes 

relevant in the context of VoIP services, since portability in the new “30” 

numbering range shall not be, as of now, mandatory, as it is explained 

more thoroughly in chapter 4.  

• Quality of service 

As discussed in chapter 7, the need for information on the quality of VoIP 

services could be even more significant with respect to other electronic 

communications services, by virtue of the fact that these are new services, 

provided in IP networks, with which users are currently less familiar. 

9.3 Information to be provided to consumers 

In this section, it is identified the information to be provided to consumers within 

the scope of VoIP services’ offers and the way this information is to be provided. 

It is therefore identified what information should be made available to users 

before they sign any type of contract, as well as the form of publication and 

disclosure of such information, in accordance with the provisions and 

recommendations found in the document “Object and form of public disclosure of 

the conditions of offer and use of electronic communication services”. 

9.3.1 Information on numbering and portability 

Users must be informed, before contracting the service, that the provision of VoIP 

services using range “2” geographic numbering is restricted to a fixed location.  

Providers of nomadic VoIP services shall be required to inform their potential 

customers on whether they may keep their number (in the numbering range 

“30”). 
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9.3.2 Access to emergency services (112) 

Given its importance, it is essential to ensure that the consumer is fully aware of 

the potential limitations that VoIP service presents in terms of access to 

emergency services. It is also important to state the procedures to be followed in 

case of contact with these services, namely in the case of need for the caller to 

state his/her own location. 

It is also considered that providers of VoIP nomadic services must present a 

specific written document available to consumers, in order to alert them on 

possible technical constraints which limit the full access to 112 services. 

9.3.3 Information about quality of service 

Providers must publish and provide information on the levels of quality of service 

which they commit themselves to their customers. If they do not make such a 

commitment, they must also advise their customers thereof.  

9.3.4 Network integrity and security 

Article 3 of Law no. 41/2004 of 18 August, on security, guarantees that, in case of 

special risks of violation of network security, companies which offer electronic 

communications services that are accessible to the public shall inform their 

subscribers free of charge about such risks as well as the possible solutions for 

avoiding the probable costs thereof.  

ICP-ANACOM therefore considers that consumers must be informed about the 

potential risks and vulnerability associated with networks supporting the VoIP 

service. 

Question 17 – Do you agree that providing information on the set of topics 

presented (numbering, portability, access to 112, network quality, integrity and 

security) is what is most relevant and influential for consumer choices and the 

protection of their interests? 
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Question 18 - Do you agree that there should be a specific document which 

alerts users of VoIP nomadic services to the restrictions on the access to 112? 
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10 Information to be submitted to ICP-ANACOM 
In terms of Article 108 of Law no. 5/2004, entities which are subject to the 

obligations under that law must provide ICP-ANACOM with all information, 

including financial information, related to their activities so that the Authority can 

carry out its functions as provided for therein.  

Furthermore, Article 109 of the same law stipulates that ICP-ANACOM may 

request information specifically for clearly defined statistical purposes. 

Given the expected increase on VoIP service’s penetration and the effects that 

this increase could introduce, which have been discussed throughout this 

consultation, ICP-ANACOM wishes to monitor the development of this service. 

As such, the following set of statistical indicators related to VoIP services shall be 

submitted to ICP-ANACOM by providers of this service, by the twentieth day 

following the end of each quarter. The information submitted shall be detailed into 

each month of the quarter. 

 

Indicators referring to the number of customers 

a) Number of customers categorized by: 

- Type of use of the service (fixed or nomadic); 

- Type of customer (residential or non-residential) 

b) Number of VoIP service customers with ported numbers, categorized by:  

- Type of use (fixed or nomadic, if applicable); 

Traffic indicators 

I) Traffic indicators for intra-network calls originated at the VoIP provider:  

a) Total number of calls; 
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b) Total number of minutes, if applicable65. 

II) Traffic indicators for inter-network calls originated at the VoIP provider: 

a) Total number of calls, categorized by: 

- Type of service (fixed or nomadic); 

- Call termination (other VoIP services, PSTN fixed networks, mobile 

networks or international networks). 

b) Total number of minutes, if applicable, categorized by: 

- Type of service (fixed or nomadic); 

- Call termination (other VoIP services, PSTN fixed networks, mobile 

networks or international networks). 

III) Traffic indicators for inter-network calls terminated at the VoIP provider: 

a) Total number of calls, categorized by: 

- Call origination (other VoIP services, PSTN fixed networks, mobile 

networks or international networks, if possible). 

b) Total number of call minutes, categorized by: 

- Call origination (other VoIP services, PSTN fixed networks, mobile 

networks or international networks, if possible). 

Revenue indicators 

a) Revenue from subscriptions and activation costs; 

b) Revenue from calls originated at the VoIP service provider, categorized 

by: 

- Type of service (fixed or nomadic); 

 
65 As mentioned in chapter 8 of this consultation, the parameters considered for the accounting of 
VoIP traffic may not be measurable in terms of minutes. 
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- Call termination (intra-network, other VoIP services, PSTN fixed 

networks, mobile networks, international networks). 

c) Total revenue. 

The information on the number of customers refers to the end of each quarter, 

whereas the indicators of traffic and revenue refer to the total for the respective 

quarter. 

Question 19 – Do you find the list of indicators presented suitable for statistical 

monitoring of the activity of VoIP providers? If not, what information would you 

consider relevant for suitable statistical monitoring of the activity of VoIP 

providers? 
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Appendix A – List of questions 

Question 1 – How do you view the future development of mobile VoIP use, 

specifically with respect to technical development and applicable standards? 

Question 2 - Do you consider the categories of VoIP services accessible to the 

public presented here to be suitable? To what degree could the criterion – control 

of network access – be decisive for regulatory treatment which is differentiated 

with respect to VoIP services that are accessible to the public? 

Question 3 - Do you agree that service providers which offer VoIP services at a 

fixed location should be assigned geographic numbers? What is the best way of 

guaranteeing that such an assignment of geographic numbering is not subject to 

a use which defeats the intended purpose? 

Question 4 - Do you agree with the use of a new range of non-geographic “30” 

numbers for VoIP nomadic use? And what is your position on a potential number 

portability obligation in this range? 

Question 5 – Do you identify any constraints in the provision of access to 112 by 

VoIP service providers? If so, how can these constraints be overcome?  

Question 6 – How can the risks of improper and abusive use of emergency 

services be minimized? 

Question 7 – Do you feel that international standardization bodies, namely the 

ETSI, should study and propose standardized locating procedures in IP networks 

or emergency call routing for VoIP service customers to the appropriate 

emergency call center?  

Question 8 – Do you think it would be useful for nomadic service providers to 

give their customers the real option of communicating a change in their usual 

access location, for the purposes of locating the caller in case emergency calls 

are placed? How do we guarantee that this information is updated and that it 

arrives to the emergency call centers in time? 
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Question 9 – What type of technical solutions could be implemented to provide 

legal interception of calls? What is the estimated cost thereof and what is its 

impact on the development of VoIP services? Do you feel that the participation of 

standardization bodies may be relevant for the development and reduction in 

costs of these technical solutions? 

Question 10 – Do you consider it appropriate to define quality parameters for 

VoIP services? If so, what parameters should be considered?  

Question 11 – How do you think situations like SPIT or throttling should be 

handled? 

Question 12 – Keeping in mind technological and market developments, how do 

you predict, in the short-term, that interconnection will develop between IP and 

PSTN networks and between IP networks (peering?) 

Question 13 – What constraints on interconnection and interoperability of 

networks and services could restrict the development of VoIP? What tangible 

solutions do you propose to avoid or solve those potential problems? 

Question 14 – What type of parameters do you consider to be appropriate for the 

accounting of VoIP traffic in IP interconnections? 

Question 15 – What mechanisms could be used to prevent deterioration of the 

quality of service in IP interconnections?  

Question 16 - What sort of impact could the rising offer of VoIP services have on 

net costs associated with the provision of US and on the affordability of retail 

prices? 

Question 17 – Do you agree that providing information on the set of topics 

presented (numbering, portability, access to 112, network quality, integrity and 

security) is what is most relevant and influential for consumer choices and the 

protection of their interests? 
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Question 18 - Do you agree that there should be a specific document which 

alerts users of VoIP nomadic services to the restrictions on access to 112? 

Question 19 – Do you find the list of indicators presented suitable for statistical 

monitoring of the activity of VoIP providers? If not, what information would you 

consider relevant for suitable statistical monitoring of the activity of VoIP 

providers? 
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Appendix B – Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 
3G - 3rd Generation 
ADSL - Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line 
ARCEP - Autorité de Régulation des Communications Electroniques et 

des Postes (French NRA) 
ARN - National Regulatory Authority 
BNETZA - Bundesnetzagentur (German NRA) 
BT - British Telecom 
BT 21CN - BT 21st Century Network 
CATV - Cable Television (or Community Antenna Television) 
CLI - Calling Line Identification 
CMT - Comisión del Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones (Spanish 

NRA) 
DoS - Denial of Service 
DTMF - Dual Tone Multi-Frequency 
E.164 - Rec. of ITU-T “The international public telecommunication 

numbering plan” 
e-Mail - Electronic Mail 
EN - ETSI European Standard 
ERG - European Regulators Group 
ETSI - European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
FWA - Fixed Wireless Access 
G.711  Rec. of ITU -T “Pulse code modulation (PCM) of voice 

frequencies” 
GPRS - General Packet Radio Service 
GSM - Global System for Mobile Communications 
H.323 - Rec. of ITU-T “Packet-based multimedia communications 

systems” 
ICP-ANACOM - ICP – National Communications Authority 
IM - Instant Message 
IP - Internet Protocol 
IRG - Independent Regulators Group 
MPLS - Multiprotocol Label Switching 
MSN - Microsoft Network 
NGN - Next Generation Network 
OFCOM - Office of Communications (United Kingdom NRA) 
RUO - Reference Unbundling Offer 
RIO - Reference Interconnection Offer 
PBX - Private Branch Exchange 
PC - Personal Computer 
PDA - Personal Digital Assistant 
PIX - Portuguese Internet Exchange 
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SMP - Significant Market Power 
NNP - National Numbering Plan 
PSTN - Public Switched Telephone Network 
PT - Portugal Telecom 
PTC - PT Comunicações 
NTP - Network Termination Point 
   
RTR - Rundfunk und Telekom Regulierungs – GmbH (Austrian NRA) 
ECS - Electronic Communications Service 
SIP - Session Initiation Protocol 
SPAM - Electronic junk mail  
SPIT - SPAM over Internet Telephony 
SS#7 - ITU-T No. 7 Signaling 
PATS - Publicly available telephone service 
US - Universal Service 
ITU-T - International Telecommunications Union – Standardization 

Sector 
UM - Unified Messaging 
VoIP - Voice over IP 
WiFi - Wireless Fidelity (IEEE 802.11) 
WiMax - WirelessMAN (IEEE 802.16) 
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